MEMO

May 22, 1973

TO: ALTO ALOHA DISTRIBUTION
FROM: Bob Metcalfe
SUBJECT: Ether Acquisition

Here is more rough stuff on the ALTO ALOHA network.

I propose we stop calling this thing "the ALTO ALOHA Network". First, because it should support any number of different kinds of station — say, NOVA, PDP-11, .... Second, because the organization is beginning to look very much more beautiful than the ALOHA radio network — to use Charles's "beautiful".

Maybe: "The ETHER Network". Suggestions?

I hope to be simulating soon. Help? Inputs?

I hope you will not be offended by my attempts to make this thinking and design appear theoretical.

Bob
THE ETHER NETWORK

We plan to build a so-called broadcast computer communication network, not unlike the ALOHA System's radio network, but specifically for in-building minicomputer communication.

We think in terms of NOVA's and ALTO's joined by coaxial cables.

While we may end up using coaxial cable trees to carry our broadcast transmissions, it seems wise to talk in terms of an ether, rather than 'the cable', for as long as possible. This will keep things general and who knows what other media will prove better than cable for a broadcast network; maybe radio or telephone circuits, or power wiring or frequency-multi-plexed CATV, or microwave environments, or even combinations thereof.

The essential feature of our medium -- the ether -- is that it carries transmissions, propagates bits to all stations.

We are to investigate the applicability of ether networks.
ETHER ACQUISITION

How does a station's transmitter acquire the use of the ether for a particular transmission? There are many possible ways.

The ALOHA radio network uses what we call "de facto" ether acquisition. A station desiring to transmit simply does it jumps right on and uses the ether. If the transmission goes through, the ether has been successfully acquired, de facto. If some other transmission conflicts, then both (all) are lost and are retried some random time later; the ether has failed to be acquired.

At least two facts about the ALOHA ether and transceivers support the use of de facto ether acquisition. First, the ALOHA ether is very big, it takes a long time for transmissions to propagate; and second, ALOHA transceivers are strictly half-duplex, they cannot detect interference while transmitting. Neither of these two facts is true of our ether or our stations as they are envisioned.
And now, four axioms:

(1) **The Ether Axiom**: The ether carries transmissions to all stations.
(2) **The Proximity Axiom**: Propagation times are somewhat small.
(3) **The Detection Axiom**: Stations can detect, at all times, transmissions of other stations; as they pass, in about one bit time.
(4) **The Deference Axiom**: While detecting a passing transmission, no station will begin or continue its own transmission.

The ether axiom frees us from considering network routing. The proximity axiom allows us to consider solutions which would be totally impractical otherwise — say as in ALOHA radio. The detection axiom does not imply that conflicts can be avoided; separated transceivers can begin transmission on free ether only to discover later that their transmissions have collided elsewhere. The deference axiom follows from nothing more than our basic intuition — maybe it should be discarded sometime.
AND NOW, A DEFINITION:

A STATION IS SAID TO HAVE ACQUIRED THE ETHER WHEN AND ONLY WHEN IT HAS BEGUN TRANSMITTING A PACKET AND ALL OF THE OTHER STATIONS HAVE DETECTED THE TRANSMISSION AND ARE DEFERRING TO IT.

AFTER ACQUIRING THE ETHER, A STATION IS SAID TO HOLD THE ETHER AS LONG AS IT CONTINUES TRANSMITTING.

THE DEFERENCE AXIOM IMPLIES THAT ONCE A STATION HAS ACQUIRED THE ETHER, IT CAN HOLD THE ETHER AS LONG AS IT WANTS, USING IT WITHOUT CONFLICT FOR THE DURATION OF ITS TRANSMISSION. A STATION VIOLATING THE DEFERENCE AXIOM COULD, OF COURSE, BREAK A HOLD ON THE ETHER AND ACQUIRE IT, BUT FOR THE MOMENT WE DISALLOW THIS BEHAVIOR.

IF THE ETHER IS TO BE SHARED IN SOME REASONABLE WAY, THEN FURTHER AGREEMENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO REGULATE THE MAXIMUM HOLDING TIME. BUT THIS COMES LATER.
AND NOW, ANOTHER SO-CALLED AXIOM:

(5) THE DIAMETER AXIOM: FOR ANY GIVEN ETHER NETWORK,
THERE EXISTS A DIAMETER D, THE PROPAGATION DELAY BETWEEN
MOST DISTANT STATIONS, THE MAXIMUM TIME FROM START OF
TRANSMISSION TO DETECTION OF TRANSMISSION BY A DISTANT STATION.

BY THE PROXIMITY AXIOM, D IS "SOMewhat" SMALL.

AND NOW A FACT:

HOW LONG AFTER BEGINNING TRANSMISSION MUST I DETECT NO
CONFLICT BEFORE I CAN BE CERTAIN THAT I HAVE ACQUIRED THE ETHER?
The answer: 2D, one round trip. Say that there is this station
at the far end of the ether, D seconds away. After I start
transmission on the open ether, it can be D seconds before
he knows about it. But if just before my transmission reaches
him he decides to transmit himself, then it will be D more
seconds before I find out about it -- it can be 2D seconds
before I sense conflict and therefore failure to acquire.
He will have sent a bit or two before detecting my transmission
and will defer, but it's too late. His brief transmission
will cause me to let go of the ether according to the axiom
of deference. It takes 2D seconds of ether time to acquire.
DEFINITION: A TRANSMISSION IS SAID TO BE CONFLICT-FREE WITH RESPECT TO ITS TRANSMITTER AND A SPECIFIED RECEIVER (DISREGARDING ETHER NOISE) IF AND ONLY IF THE TRANSMISSION PLACED ON THE ETHER BY THE TRANSMITTER IS LATER CORRECTLY RECEIVED (I.E., WITHOUT INTERFERENCE) AT THE RECEIVER.
FACT: If the ether is acquired for a transmission, then the transmission is conflict-free for all receivers.

FACT: Ether acquisition is not necessary for conflict-free transmissions, evidence ALOHA sub-acquisition transmissions.

FACT: The longest conflict-free sub-acquisition transmission is D seconds long.

OK?
**Fact:** A transmission of any length \( d \) (even less than \( D \)) can be determined to be conflict-free for all receivers by its transmitter if no conflicting transmissions are detected for a period of \( 2D \) seconds after the start of transmission.

**Fact:** A transmission may be conflict-free with respect to its intended receiver even if another transmission is detected before the \( 2D \) safety period.

\[ \text{INTERFERER} \quad \text{TRANSMITTER} \quad \downarrow \quad \text{RECEIVER} \]

\[ \text{X} \quad \text{OK IF TRANSMISSION DURATION} < x \quad \text{WHEN TRANSMITTER & INTERFERER START SENDING SIMULTANEOUSLY} \]

\[ \text{OK?} \]
ETHER BARGAINING LOGIC

We presume we know the ether's diameter and that it is small.
We propose the following logic for a station's bargaining
with the ether.

First, a clock; call it the round-trip clock (RC).
The RC need not be very good; an ugly multi-vibrator perhaps.
It should have a period of 2D+epsilon, for some small epsilon.

Second, a counter; call it the slot counter (SC).
The SC is always counting up, incremented by the
round-trip clock.

Third, a register; call it the load register (LR).
The load register tells the slot counter when to return to zero.
The LR holds a number which is a measure of ether traffic load.
In counting up from zero, the slot counter returns to zero
when its contents are equal to that of the load register.
The load register defines the length of the slot counters
cycle.

Fourth, other-drive detector, OD. The OD looks at the ether
to detect when the ether is being driven by some transmitter
other than its own, at the point of the transmitter.
Fifth, the other-drive detect bit, ODB. This flip-flop is set whenever the other-drive detector detects some other transmitter's drive on the ether. By the deference axiom, the setting of the ODB causes any transmission in progress to be immediately aborted. (The ODB is cleared with each tick of the round-trip clock.)

Sixth, the no-conflict bit, NCB. This flip-flop is set with the first bit of a transmission onto the ether by the local transmitter. This bit is cleared by the other-drive detector, only during the first round-trip of a transmission — only while the slot counter is zero.
When a station desires to transmit, it waits until the ether is empty and the slot counter is zero. It then begins transmission, the placing of bits into the ether.

If the other-drive bit comes on before end-of-transmission, then the transmission is aborted -- the deference axiom. (We might reconsider this position -- the conflicting transmission may be going in the other direction.)

At the start of actual transmission, the no-conflict bit is set. If that bit is set at the first tick of the round-trip clock, then a conflict-free transmission has occurred. This event may be signaled during transmission if the transmission is longer than 20 seconds, or after the end of transmission, if the transmission is less than 20 long. Thus the station can know to some high probability that its transmission has succeeded. (Disregarding noise)
The slot counter has the following purpose. As an ongoing transmission comes to an end, all the waiting stations will want to jump on with their transmissions — and these will often conflict — more often with load. The slot counters in the various stations will tend not to be synchronized so that the slot counters will hold off some of the stations giving (hopefully) one of them time to acquire the ether. (Or just use it.)

For short transmissions, acquisition will not occur and the ether will experience rapid transmissions, hopefully one per "slot". For long transmissions, the first station to the ether will acquire it, thus queueing up the other stations to wait their turn.

In the event that a conflict is detected, the station has two options. First, it can clobber its slot counter to move it around in the queueing cycle; after a while the terminals should become distributed over the various slots of the load cycle. Or, the station might choose to, in addition, increment the contents of the load register, to reduce its load on the ether. As the ether becomes more loaded with traffic, all of the stations will therefore back off to share the ether 'optimally'. Of course, with success on the ether, stations must consider reducing the contents of the load register, to tighten up in the face of reduced traffic.

A station can begin transmission in a slot with probability \( \frac{1}{\text{load}} \).
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